Welcome to the Operation READY 2002 collection

- Flexible formats: print, CD-ROM, DVD video and Web
- Op READY 2002 documents in PDF and Word
- Customize to meet local needs
- Versatile training tools
- CD-ROM tour of Op READY 2002

Predeployment and Ongoing Readiness

- Format remains the same
- Lessons 55-60 minutes
- Updated in terms of military situations
- More emphasis on finances.
- Specific lesson on children and deployment
- New and updated videos

Family Assistance Center

- Workshops and sessions are shorter
- Scenarios are shorter
- Lessons are self-contained
- Planning and executing a FACEX added
- New and updated video

Homecoming and Reunion

- Separate lessons for soldiers and family members
- Creative ways for teaching about reunion
- Retreat/day-long sessions featured
- Utilizes chaplain resources
Army Family Readiness Handbook

- Best reference on the Army family
- Research-based and updated
- Contains CALL newsletter information
- Latest information from AR600-20 draft on Soldier/Family readiness System
- 40% of book relates to FRG sustainment
- Pre-deployment checklists for soldier and spouse.

Army Leaders’ Desk Reference for Soldier/Family Readiness

- Newest and most popular handbook
- Helpful for leaders at all echelons
- Contains most relevant articles from other Operation READY Modules
- Previews AR 600-20 draft changes
- Lessons learned in family support

Soldier/Family Deployment Survival Handbook

- New concept and handbook
- Designed for unit specific use
- Three main sections:
  - Information section
  - Section for Guard and reserve
  - Local resources, agencies programs
- Put one in the hands of each unit family
- Update regularly and re-issue for each deployment

Army FRG Leader’s Handbook

- Leader’s Handbook for each FRG volunteer
- Workshops and lesson plans tied to handbook
- FRG logo and training certificate
- New video.

The 2002 Operation READY curriculum library was developed by the Texas A&M AgriLife Extension Service, Texas A&M System, under a contract with the United States Army Community and Family Support Center and Army Community Service. The materials are intended for use by Army Community Service, State Family Program Coordinators, and Army Reserve Family Readiness Program staff in training soldiers and families who are facing deployment.

Educational programs of the Texas A&M AgriLife Extension Service are open to all people without regard to race, color, sex, religion, national origin, age, disability, genetic information or veteran status.